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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation 
is general information only and 
cannot be relied upon as a 
substitute for professional advice.

1
You should seek specific advice 
relevant to your own circumstances 
from appropriately qualified 
persons.
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Paul Sweeney
Founder of Pretium Solutions Pty Ltd

Business Growth Specialist

Working with Businesses like yours for over 25 years

Fellow Chartered Accountant

MAUS Certified Business Advisor

President Norwest Sydney Chapter of the Institute of Advisors



Stimulus 
Benefits for 
Cash Flow

One part of the Federal Governments stimulus 
package is to provide cash flow assistance to 
help small and medium sized business to stay 
in business and keep their employees in jobs.

How does this help your business?

What are the traps you need to be aware of?



Government 
Support

Federal Stimulus Package

State Stimulus Package

Existing Grants and Incentives 
for Business Owners



Compensation 
Receipts

• Check current insurance policies carefully to see 
if there is any scope for claiming and discuss 
with your adviser the taxable nature of any 
compensation receipts received



Cashflow is key

Managing Cash flow is critically important



Cashflow is key
Managing cash flow will be the key to 
your business surviving the downturn 
- practical steps you can take now



Managing Cash flow

• Be wary of incentives which offer delayed payment 
arrangements.

• Some businesses can and should adjust their marketing 
strategy (e.g. from an overseas audience to a domestic one).

• Cost reduction, there are a range of topics to discuss with your 
Chartered Accountant.

• Manage debts owed to your business proactively.

• For debts owed by your business, contact suppliers and seek 
their support. Landlords may be open to temporary rent 
reductions or lease variations.

• Review all planned outlays on inputs such as consumables, 
trading stock and equipment.



Assess 
where you 
are now



Get intimate 
with your 
numbers

•Assess
•Analyse your business
•Get intimate with your 
numbers



Plan

What do you need to be 
doing now?

What resources do you 
need?



Planning is Not Enough

WITHOUT ACTION, YOU MAY AS WELL NOT EVEN 
HAVE A PLAN.

IT WOULD BE LIKE HAVING THE PLANS FOR A 
HOUSE AND NEVER ACTUALLY BUILDING IT.

JUST LIKE A SHIP’S CAPTAIN CHARTS A COURSE FOR 
A VOYAGE, YOUR BUSINESS PLAN MAPS OUT HOW 

YOU WILL GET FROM WHERE YOU ARE NOW TO 
WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.



Implementation
It’s one thing to identify who needs to do what 
by when, it’s another thing to make it happen.

It’s the old, “easier said than done” scenario.

Why is that?



Monitor
HOW ARE YOU DOING?



Business Resilience

Business Resilience has as much to do with recovering after 
COVID-19 as it is about managing temporary setbacks.

Hasty decisions can prove costly in the long run.

This is particularly true of labour costs. Idle employees with 
valuable skills could be encouraged to take leave or accept 
reduced hours

Employers need to think very carefully before resorting to 
redundancies.

If reducing employee numbers does become necessary, 
there are a range of options to consider.



Supply Chain 
and Production
What changes to sales and 
production cycles are needed to 
ensure a more successful recovery 
for your business.



Supply Chain

• Talk to critical suppliers about their ability to deliver reliably. 
Consider temporarily seeking alternative suppliers.

• Network with similar businesses to see if they have surplus 
supplies to sell. Promote those product lines less impacted by 
supply chain issues.

• For your customers, communication and work-around solutions 
are key.

• Legal advice may be needed to manage contractual risk on 
business inputs and outputs. For example, does a contract have a 
“force majeure” clause and if so, does coronavirus fall within its 
scope.



Connect with us to learn more

www.pretiumsolutions.com.au

@PretiumSolution

pretium-solutions-pty-ltd

paulsweeneypretium

@pretiumsolutionsau

http://www.pretiumsolutions.com.au/
https://twitter.com/PretiumSolution
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pretium-solutions-pty-ltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulsweeneypretium/
https://www.facebook.com/pretiumsolutionsau/
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